GEORGE THE THIRD
I cannot conclude without expressing how entirely my ideas
concerning the basis on which a new Administration should be
erected, are consonant to the opinion You gave on that Subject
in Parliament a few days before you set out for Somersetshire.
I convey this through the Channel of the Earl of Northington,
as there is no man in my service on whom I so thoroughly rely,
and who I know agrees with Me so perfectly in the contents of
this letter.
george R.
sir—Penetrated with the deepest Sense of Your Majesty's bound-
less Goodness to me, and with a Heart overflowing with Duty and
Zeal for the Honour and Happiness of the most Gracious and
benign Sovereign, I shall hasten to London, as fast as I possibly
can; happy coud I change Infirmity into Wings of Expedition, the
sooner to be permitted the High Honour to lay at your Majesty's
Feet the poor but sincere offering of the small Services of Your
Majesty's most dutifull Subject and most devoted Servant
william pitt.
July ye 8th
1766.
Even before Pitt's answer came to hand the King had made
up his mind to dismiss the Rockingham Ministry—a clear in-
dication that he was resolved to allow Pitt to have carte blanche.
Horace Walpole maintained that George behaved with marked
discourtesy towards the outgoing Ministers; but there is no
evidence in support of this charge, made so often to damage the
royal reputation. Rockingham's annoyance can be appreciated:
under most trying conditions he had done his best to serve the
King and the realm, and the dismissal was unexpected though
not unwished for. But his annoyance was directed against Pitt
rather than the King.
No' finer tribute could have been paid to any Ministry than
that which Edmund Burke penned about Rockingham's
Administration.
They treated their sovereign with decency; with reverence. They
discountenanced, and, it is hoped, for ever abolished, the dangerous
and unconstitutional practice of removing military officers for their
votes in Parliament. They firmly adhered to those friends of
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